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Wiktionary:Main Page - Wiktionary, the free dictionary
A prefix is a word part added to the beginning of a word to create a new word with a differentmeaning. Examples : re fill , un do, in complete, pre

cooked (Letters add ed to the end of a root ...

Bob Dylan Queen Jane Approximately Lyrics | Genius Lyrics
Editors Contribution (4.00 / 1 vote) Rate this definition:. approximately. Accurately near to the description, amount, quantity or degree based on

data, design, evidence or fact. The quantity surveyor said it would take approximately 2 tonne of cement but he would confirm with the exact
amount in the legal document.

Approximately equal to - definition of Approximately equal ...
approximate (-prok'si-mt), To bring close together. In dentistry: 1. Proximate, denoting the contact surfaces, either mesial or distal, of two

adjacent teeth. 2. Close together; denoting the teeth in the human jaw, as distinguished from the separated teeth in certain lower animals. [L. ad, to,
+ proximus, nearest] approximate [proksimt ...

Leaked document says 2,000 men allegedly assaulted 1,200 ...
How many syllables in approximately? Check our Syllable Dictionary. Learn to divide approximately into syllables. How to pronounce

approximately. Find out what rhymes with approximately.

Data & Statistics | Overweight & Obesity | CDC
To approximate is to calculate the value of something based on informed knowledge. A computer program can approximate the value of a house

based on square footage, number of rooms, year built, and other relevant factors.

How Old is the Earth: Scientific Age of the Earth
What is the symbol for "approximately" eg it is approximtely 10 m long. I dont want to use "not equal to"
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